
CAPTAIN CARDS 

Addition to the rules of the Admiral playing system 

New playing element is introduced in the game. It will enrich naval battles and increase 

unexpectedness. 

So, “Captain card” is a playing card, which is linked by the player to a ship, so it is considered 

that the player appoints for this ship a captain with some abilities. Main rules of the usage of 

captain cards and their types are described in this rules addition. 

Beginning of the game and captains assignment 

Each player takes equal set of identical captain cards.  

In case players agree each with other to use all cards, all players secretly assign each captain to 

each ship and put each captain card under a ship card, not showing to other players a card face.  

In case players decide to use not all cards but less (1 card for each player, or 2 cards, etc.), each 

player chooses captain card(s) he will use and put them under selected ship cards. Unusable 

captain cards are put separately and don’t participate in the game. Other players don’t have right 

to look on them. 

In any case any ship will be commanded by not more than one captain. The game starts after 

assignments are finished. 

Use of captain cards, displacement and reassignment of captains. 

Captain cards are used in the game more than once, and captain card itself leaves the game only 

in case: 

- a ship with a captain sinks. Player can save a captain only in case a ship sinks in own port. 

- a ship is boarded (the captain is also considered as killed). The player who wins the boarding 

has option to move a captain from winning ship to a boarded one. 

If a player wants to use captain’s ability on some ship, he has to flip a captain card (show it) and 

declare its application. After finishing of his turn a player has an option to flip a card again (hide 

it): in this case some players can forget at next turns about type of the card, so the player will 

again have a suddenness advantage. At the same time he is not required to hide a card (in order 

to speed up the game). 

Displacement of a captain can be made only in own or an ally’s port. The card is put near the 

port in this case and flag of the player is put on the card, as captain can be assigned after only on 

a ship of the same player (not an ally’s one). Assignment is done in the same port. 

 

 

 



Captain cards types. 

Captain Rapid. Has perfect ability to place 

sails in the best position corresponding to the 

wind, effectively manages the crew and 

allocates tasks. It gives +1 additional point to 

the maximal speed (distance) of the ship in a 

fresh breeze. 

No additional points in other types of the 

wind (calm or storm). 

 

 

 

 

 

Captain Swift. Is a captain with high initiative: 

always ready to battle, keeping his eyes on a 

skyline, and therefore always sees first an 

approaching enemy. In case of attack on the ship 

leaded by him, he has right to fire first with one 

or all of available shots (if any) obeying all other 

firing rules. This firing can be done from two 

sides simultaneously if two sides firing is allowed 

in the game. 

In case attacking (assailant) ship is also leaded by 

a high initiative captain, this assailant ship will 

fire first, but the defender will have possibility to 

respond immediately (before assailant player will 

continue his next playing actions, e.g. with other 

ships). 

Note: Captain Swift card has advantages only in 

firing but not in movement. 

 

 

 

 

 



Captain Target. Is a real Robin Hood on the 

Oceans space, his firing is very accurate. For 

any distance die rolling result ‘2’ means ‘hit’ 

for Captain’s Target shots! 

For example, in case players play with a 

Lieutenant level rules: firing will be 

considered as a “hit” in case of: 

- Close distance: 100% hit. 

- Other distance: 1, 2, 3, 5. 

Note: In case of a salvo firing from several 

ships card of Captain Target will be in most 

cases unused, as the result of a salvo is based 

on a most distant ship position. 

 

Captain Berserk. Is a real leader, furious and 

skilled warrior that is in the front line during 

boarding attacks. Captain Berserk card gives 

1 additional boarding point to the player, 

who uses it. 

 

 


